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OneMed further strengthens its position in the Netherlands with the acquisition of Lensvelt 

Medical  

Stockholm, April 14, 2016  

OneMed Group further expands in the Dutch market with the acquisition of Lensvelt Medical. Last 

year OneMed entered into the Dutch market through the acquisition of the family-owned company 

Bosman. The integration has been successful and the acquisition of Lensvelt Medical, with a revenue 

of MEUR 13 and 40 employees, is a natural step to further strengthen OneMed’s position as a leading 

European distributor of medical supplies and healthcare related services.  

Acquisition builds on common strengths and complements product offering 

"Lensvelt fits our growth ambitions in the Netherlands and our consolidation strategy for the Group. 

After a successful integration of Bosman we will now complement our already strong product 

offering to our customers with a company that share our strong customer focus”, says Johan Falk, 

CEO OneMed Group. "In addition, the acquisition also brings new growth opportunities, for example 

through cooperation with pharmacies.”. 

The acquisition is pending approval from the Dutch competition authority (ACM) and will be finalized 

after official approval. The consolidation of Lensvelt into OneMed Group is planned for May 1, 2016. 

 

For further information:  

Niklas Alm, Head of Investor Relations  

niklas.alm@onemed.com  

Johan Falk, CEO OneMed  

 

About OneMed 

OneMed is a leading European distributor of medical supplies and healthcare related services. We 

are active in twelve countries, employ more than 700 FTEs and our annual net sales amounts to EUR 

400 million. OneMed partners with our customers to enable better lives for patients – making 

everyday life easier for medical personnel and reducing healthcare costs. We strive to reduce 

environmental impact and cooperate with our suppliers to improve working conditions throughout 

the supply chain. 

About Lensvelt  

Lensvelt Medical is a specialist in medical devices and distributes products within the areas of 

diabetes, incontinence, clinical nutrition, wound care and ostomy direct-to-patients, pharmacies, 

healthcare institutions and home care organizations. Lensvelt has a revenue of EUR 13 million and 

employs 40 FTEs. Nedpharma - an internationally oriented wholesaler – is included in the acquisition.  
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